
 
PELOS SANDBERG VINEYARD 

2006 Iota Cellars · Pinot Noir · Amity, Oregon 
Tanzer Rating – 90  “Outstanding” 

“…Medium red. Seductive perfume of red 
berries, cherry-vanilla, potpourri and dried 
herbs. Fleshy and sweet, with deep red berry 
liqueur flavors and slow-mounting oak spices. 
The vanilla note recurs on the finish, which is 
pleasingly smooth and persistent…” 

Josh Raynolds 
Stephen Tanzer's  International Wine Cellar 
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PELOS SANDBERG VINEYARD 

2006 Iota Cellars · Pinot Noir · Amity, Oregon 

Family run from source to bottle using only 
estate-grown grapes and sustainable farming 
practices.  Iota is hand-crafted with minimal 
intervention in the winemaking process for a 
total production of less than 500 cases. 
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